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PRACTICING PASSES Santiago

González works with a bull on Santa Alicia ranch in Baja California, the Mexican outpost for one of a handful of bullfighting schools based in the United States, where the sport is banned.

Matador for a Day
By GEOFFREY GRAY

I

T darts out of the chute and bucks its way around the ring,
yelping out of control. It looks shaggy, desperate and annoyed. Then it charges right at all of us cowering behind
the wooden barrier at the edge of the ring, kicking up dust
and ramming those two nubby horns into the chipped-up
wood.
No. Way. No way. I am not going out there and taunting
this huffy 300-pound animal, not with this fake wooden sword
and swath of red flannel cloth.
But the ring’s steel doors are closed. The stone walls are
too high to jump over. If only I could reason with it — I won’t
hurt you if you won’t hurt me, promise — then maybe I’d get

to fly home without a hoof print between the eyes.
Then I am out there, alone with the cape. She is staring
right at me — true, this is a young female, just a training animal, not a real bull. Still, she does not look pleased.
“Dude, she’s so good right now — walk right at her closer.”
The voice is that of Coleman Cooney, my bullfighting mentor.
“Closer,” he insists. “Now toque!”
A toque is a shake of a matador’s cape, and Mr. Cooney is
the owner and founder of the California Academy of Tauromaquia, one of the very few bullfighting schools in the United
States. When his students have advanced past learning a few
basic moves, or passes, he takes them to this working ranch
in Valle de las Palmas, Mexico, about 30 miles south of the
border town of Tecate, to practice on real animals.
At my level of expertise, the aim is not to kill or harm any-
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N a bright and below-zero February
morning, in the deep gorge of a whitewater river, eight bundled figures
skied downstream in a line. The Manitou River, flowing fast under thin surface
ice, was in its final mad descent from the
hills of Minnesota’s steep North Shore. Lake
Superior, a swelling, frigid mass at the river’s mouth, brewed up fog and wispy apparitions in the icy morning air.
At the lip of a frozen waterfall, the explorers came to a stop. Forty feet below, past a
shelf of deep snow, under yellowed columns
of ice, the Manitou emerged in an open pool
of bubbling water.
“Looks like we need a rope,” said Maxwell
Frost, a 25-year-old art-education student
from Duluth, Minn. Canyon wind swirled off
a towering rock wall, rustling cedar boughs
and Gore-Tex fabric. The Manitou gargled
and spat below.
“We can go hand over hand down the rope
to the base of the falls,” he said.
Mr. Frost, along with three fellow students from the Duluth campus of the University of Minnesota, a pair of instructors
from the school’s Recreational Sports Outdoor Program and two guided clients, had
descended into the gorge that morning for
an unusual view of the winter landscape.
Half the group, made up of intermediate and
expert skiers as well as three ice climbers,
had never been on a frozen river before.
The Manitou River, a white-water torrent
nine months of the year, was frozen under
winter’s grip, its twists and turns accessible
briefly on an ephemeral walkway of ice.
Like dozens of rivers in this region, which
spill from the steep watershed of the Saw-

thing, but to try out moves and get some idea what matadors
are up against when they dance around in that bullring.
School starts in the gravel driveway of Mr. Cooney’s ranch
in Alpine, Calif., a mountain village about 30 miles east of
San Diego. Last year some 175 students signed up to learn
the tricky and controversial art of toreo. Mr. Cooney, 48, now
a screenwriter, lived the expatriate life in Spain for nearly a
decade, picking grapes in vineyards and becoming an aficionado práctico (or serious bullfighting fan) by learning a
matador’s cape maneuvers on bull ranches. Back in the
United States, he founded his school nine years ago.
While bullfighting is illegal in the United States (except for
nonlethal “bloodless” events in some states), and California
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SLIDE SHOW

On the Manitou River in Minnesota, Maxwell Frost glides by open water.

tooth Mountains and drop through forested
valleys and white-water ravines to Lake Superior, the Manitou is all but impassable for
most of the year. Its canyon depths — moist
basalt catacombs, cascades and tannin-tinted pools — are a guarded environment. But
the deep winter freeze provides passage and
a peek at life in the sequestered gorge, at
least if you know what you’re doing.
Snow poured off the edge of the frozen

falls as Mr. Frost set an ice-screw anchor, a
threaded steel spike, in the Manitou’s solid
surface ice. He clipped a carabiner to the
screw’s metal eyelet.
“We’re set to go,” Mr. Frost said, tossing a
length of blue climbing rope off the icefall.
“Who’s first?”
Perched on the edge of the icefall, Tim
Bates, a 40-year-old director of the RecreContinued on Page 8
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On a Minnesota River’s Frozen Falls and Twists
Continued From First Escapes Page
ational Sports Outdoor Program of the University of Minnesota, leaned back on the
climbing rope. His bare face was red and
puckered against the cold. Looped butterfly
knots, tied every four feet along the rope,
served as handles; footholds on the face provided icy ladder steps for the descent.
“Looks like I’m the one testing this out,”
Mr. Bates said as he stepped first over the
edge. His gloved hand gripped tight to a
ledge on an adjacent wall of red basalt. Ski
boots skated on icy footholds.

T

HE exploration of frozen rivers and
streams on the North Shore, which
lace Lake Superior’s steep coastal hills
for 150 miles between Duluth and the
Canadian border, is an obscure local pursuit. The sport — alternatively called
stream or river skiing, rivering and rivereering by its unorganized participants — is
practiced in an ever-changing environment,
with snow falling in thick layers through the
winter and freeze-and-thaw cycles manipulating surface ice.
Hollow shelves of ice, extending hundreds
of feet along the riverbed, are common. Crevasses open without warning. On the trip
down the Manitou in mid-February, Mr.
Frost and his group encountered open
swaths of white-water rapids and still pools
of dark, deep water despite minus-10-degree
temperatures during the day.
Backcountry Nordic skis or snowshoes
are used to travel on the 50 or so navigable
North Shore rivers, which freeze solid most
years from January to late March. Gentle,
rolling streams, like the Split Rock River or
Big Sucker Creek, both near the town of Two
Harbors, are pleasant nature outings. Deeper canyons and faster water make rivers
like the Devil Track, Cascade, Baptism and
Manitou serious adventures.
Stout boots and wide backcountry skis
with metal edges are preferred in the steeper canyons, where thin Nordic skis are
prone to snap in two. Ice axes, climbing
ropes, carabiners, helmets, seat harnesses,
white-water rescue throw bags, climbing
skins for skis and waterproof bags are mandatory for some North Shore streams. On
the Manitou, Mr. Frost wore a climbing harness jangling with carabiners, cord and an
ice-screw anchor; others had survival gear
in their bulging backpacks.
Kim Berg, a 23-year-old outdoor-education student from Duluth, brought two pair
of boots down the Manitou, keeping a backup pair of felt-lined mukluks in her backpack in case her feet froze. “They’re what
Will Steger uses,” she said.
Wet feet and cold toes are common. Feet
easily punch holes through thin ice. Skis
crack through hollow shelves. Deep water,
and the possibility of taking a rare polar
plunge, are serious and constant concerns.
Like trekkers on a mountain glacier, skiers rope together for safety on dangerous
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MITTEN WEATHER

Tim Bates, above center, points the way on the Onion River. Below, Kim Berg changes boots by the Manitou.

THE BIG CHILL

No Paddles Needed,
But Ice Axes Help

E

XPLORING the deep, frozen canyons on Minnesota’s North Shore involves skiing or snowshoeing upstream through tight gorges, over
frozen waterfalls and then back downhill
to a river’s mouth at Lake Superior.
More than 50 streams and rivers pour
from the Sawtooth Mountains in a steep
watershed that abuts Lake Superior.
Some rivers are experts-only adventures
that require ice axes and ropes; others
are mellow cross-country ski outings.
The region’s sole continuous road, Minnesota State Highway 61 (of Bob Dylan
fame), tracks the lake’s shore for 150
miles between Duluth and the Canadian
border, passing over every North Shore
river along the way. Rivers are accessi-

ble via the many highway pull-offs and
roadside parking lots.
First-time river skiers must use extreme caution. Inclement weather, unexpected icy drop-offs, thin ice and open
pools of frigid water are common hazards. Proper equipment — including
backcountry skis, winter clothing, waterproof bags stocked with dry clothes,
emergency fire-starters and other survival gear — is mandatory. Professional
river guides are recommended.
From January to late March, the University of Minnesota Duluth Recreational Sports Outdoor Program offers guided
trips down several North Shore rivers,
ranging from the gentle Split Rock River
to the precipitous Manitou. Tours are led
by environmental-education faculty
members and students, and lessons on
area history, geology and biology are included along with transportation from
Duluth and a midday hot-cocoa break.
Prices start at about $200 a day for privately guided group trips with up to five
skiers (218-726-7128, www.umdrsop.org).

rivers. Canyoneering skills are necessary in
100-foot-deep gorges that may pinch down to
just 10 feet wide. Some streams require rappels off waterfalls and cliffs. Steep ice
climbs, vertical and impassable without the
right equipment, are found on the Manitou,
Cascade, Caribou and Kadunce. Streams
like the Onion River, which the University of
Minnesota group skied after a morning on
the Manitou, plunges hundreds of vertical
feet in its last gasp before Lake Superior, a
bobsled track of ice and snow that drops off
from under your skis.
On the Manitou River, amid the rumble of
open water, the group slowly descended the
rope ladder to the base of the icefall, one
careful explorer at a time. Mr. Frost was
the last one down. The ladder was left in
place for the return trip.
The mouth of the Manitou, at Lake Superior, was less than a quarter-mile downstream. The group’s goal was to descend the
waterfall, ski across the snowy shelf of river
ice and shimmy into the final slot canyon. A
ski pole dipped in the lake, like a flag planted on a mountaintop, would signify success.
But the Manitou had a different idea.
Having descended the icefall without
problems, the explorers skied along the
edge of the river. It was partly open and
flowing strongly for the season. Cliffs overhead were crumbling red walls decorated
with lichen and ice. The river dipped in its
path one final time, and the roar of openwater rapids reverberated upstream.
A rushing cascade, pinched in a 20-footwide bottleneck and flanked with disintegrating ice shelves, stopped the skiers in
their tracks.
“Definitely end of the road,” Mr. Bates
said, pointing a ski pole at the jet of rushing
water.
Sunlight poked into the gorge, and the
group turned to retreat. It was noon in the
bottom of an immense, dark crack in the
earth. Skis shuffled on soft snow. Eight figures moved along in a line, rounding a bend
to track upstream, quietly as they came,
back into the shadows of a frozen whitewater gorge.

